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It is a fact that most EFL teachers use traditional teaching methods that are badly behind the times. It is 

high time to use modern methods for XXI century learners. Otherwise, our lessons seem the dull and 

ineffective. From my point of view, the best way to teach English is using different games during the 

lessons. For the reason that, games are not only fun, but also, they are the most effective and motivating 

way to both learn and teach language. I looked through additional articles in order to find essential 

methods to teach language in my own way. As I’m 7 years experienced teacher, I came up different 

students such as clever, active, passive, and talkative and shy students. The best way to make shy 

students to be more active is using different games, because such kinds of games give them opportunity 

to communicate in English without fearing and anxiety. They feel that they are just playing games and 

they will be more motivated. According to recently researches, scientists came to conclusion that games 

are most effective way to teach language by gathering questionnaire among students. Till this time, 

language teachers have used traditional methods such as repeating, giving list of vocabulary or learning 

by heart techniques. Those kind of techniques and methods lead them not to learn language because of 

its’ difficulties. In order to solve such kind of drawbacks, most teachers believe that using games in 

teaching process would help increasingly to raise students’ willingness to acquire language even they 

are in different language levels or they have different interests. As Tuan and Doan (2010) emphasized 

there are numerous advantages of using games as learners remember the language better. As so, such 

kinds of games help students to develop emotionally, physically, socially and cognitively providing that 

they have defined goals and rules. Those kinds of methods could increase their socially interaction with 

other people. Read (2007) says that games provide comfortable and fun circumstances where students 

feel them more motivated and not fearing of making risks. McFarlane(2002) agreed that there different 

kind of games such as cooperative, competitive and communicative that are all of them important to 

teach efficiently and productively. For the reason that all educational games aim to take into 

consideration students’ levels that encourage them to communicate in foreign language. Johnson(2005) 

agreed with McFarlane who thinks games are valuable that leads to the development of a range of skills 

and competencies. Educational games are full of fun and positive attitudes that result positive emotions 

for our neurological perspective. It is a fact that negative emotions could restrain information flow and 

decrease of our memory span. In conclusion I want to say that it is very challenging to get XXI century 
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students who are addicted modern electronic gadgets. The best way to make them learn language and 

get engaged to the lesson is using educational, fun and suitable games. Even they can use digital 

technologies in some types of games. It will be better if all teachers follow this method for getting best 

results. As I mentioned above, games help them to prepare for life that acquire positive social attitudes. 

Utilizing different educational games teach them how to share, help and work as a team. Undoubtedly, 

humans learn by trying, imitating and doing. 

As I’m their school teacher my task is conducting the lesson with the given textbook by our 

government. According Common core standard they chose “Prepare” textbook for 7th grade. This 

textbook consists of workbook and CD as well. It has clear structure and well-designed, you can come 

up all factors for learning language. In some parts we can see CLIL method; I mean other subjects are 

explained in English. Textbook evaluation “Prepare” consists of all language components such as: 

reading, listening, writing, and speaking. “Prepare” consists of all language components such as: 

reading, listening, writing, speaking, vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar. I strongly agree that this 

textbook was created and analyzed by professional teachers and editors. As it has clear objectives for 

every activities and they have chosen carefully and connected logically. Students should comprehend 

new topic fully before learning another topic. Such kind of productive assignments help my students to 

increase their self-confidence and they continue their learning process with the help of workbooks at 

home. This textbook is very user friendly that includes all factors such as focus questions, objectives, 

goals, outcomes and skills. It considered linguistic aspects and can easily motivate my learners. The 

topics are very interesting and versatile that attracts learners completely. As I have very little time for 

conducting the lesson I should be careful for selecting activities. I deleted task 1. It is very simple and 

not necessary activity for my learners as they already know types of sports with translation and do not 

need pictures for matching them. I select task 2, the main reason is it is speaking activity and makes my 

learners to speak, even passive students engage in this activity. At the same time, those are authentic 

questions that interest their real life. As so, Savignon said that CLT method helps students to create 

friendly atmosphere in the classroom. I replaced task 3 for listening activity, because they cannot 

pronunciation activity without having reliable information. I left Task 4 as it is, for the reason that my 

students should do reading activity in order to practice their comprehension skill. As so they can boost 

their vocabulary by reading this text. As Ellis (1988) mentioned that in CLT we focus on meaning as 

well and this type of activity lead to communicative experiences. But I changed task 5 for authentic 

questions, as I mentioned above my learners like to work authentic tasks. In grammar part, I also did 

several changes. For instance, It seems to me that task 1 is very easy for my learners instead it is better 

to make their own sentences using adverbs. Task 2 is not necessary as it is very simple and dull. I want 

to left both task 3 and for as they help to revise grammar rules with appropriate exercises. However, I 

add Task 5 additional sentences in order it will be more informative. I left both task 6 and task8, as they 

included effective activities for my target learners. However, I adapted task 7 for my target group by 

changing questions. Overall, as EFL teacher I used different methods in order to make appropriate 

lesson plan for my learners. 
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